Leading Premier League Stadium: Phase 2
Fibrelite Continue their Work Installing Coloured Trench Covers for
Existing and New Camera Pits at a Leading Premier League
Stadium
Phase 2 of Fibrelite’s continuing work at a leading Premier
League Stadium has now been completed. The composite trench
covers were speciﬁed for the new and existing camera pits due to
the manual handling issues experienced with the previously
installed reinforced steel covers.

A camera pit to be covered by Fibrelite composite trench covers

Large span: Fibrelite’s trench covers go up to 1600mm in length at D400 (40

tonne) load rating

Coloured Trench Covers
An important requirement for this customer was that the trench
covers were in keeping with the surrounding area. Any style logo
or other marking can be permanently moulded into the upper
surface of the cover in single or multiple colours. For additional
brand or product identiﬁcation, or to blend in with the colour or
layout of a facility, Fibrelite can mould its composite covers in
nearly any colour or combination of colours.

An existing camera pit to be covered by Fibrelite’s composite trench covers

The recently installed Fibrelite coloured trench covers, suitable for many
applications ranging from stadiums, water sewerage treatment plants, to
airports and dock and ports

The Fibrelite trench covers and ergonomically designed lifting aid allows for a

safe and easy removal

Benefits Overview:
Lightweight reducing lifting and handling issues: The covers
are easily removed by a two man lift, even at heavy duty load
ratings
Improved efﬁciency and productivity: Quick removal and no
expensive lifting apparatus required, just the ergonomically
designed Fibrelite lifting handle
Corrosion resistant
No resale value to the scrap market so will not be stolen
Non-metallic and will not spark
Composite is lightweight, strong and unlike concrete will not
crumble or crack
Guaranteed structural performance: All covers are tested to
BS EN 124 standards

Fibrelite trench covers have an anti-slip surface

Provided with a RAL number, Fibrelite can provide to any colour requirement
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